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Main memory, composed of DRAM, is a performance bot-
tleneck for many applications, due to the high DRAM access
latency. In-DRAM caches work to mitigate this latency by aug-
menting regular-latency DRAM with small-but-fast regions of
DRAM that serve as a cache for the data held in the regular-
latency (i.e., slow) region of DRAM.While an eective in-DRAM
cache can allow a large fraction of memory requests to be served
from a fast DRAM region, the latency savings are often hindered
by inecient mechanisms for migrating (i.e., relocating) copies
of data into and out of the fast regions. Existing in-DRAM
caches have two sources of ineciency: (1) their data reloca-
tion granularity is an entire multi-kilobyte row of DRAM, even
though much of the row may never be accessed due to poor
data locality; and (2) because the relocation latency increases
with the physical distance between the slow and fast regions,
multiple fast regions are physically interleaved among slow
regions to reduce the relocation latency, resulting in increased
hardware area and manufacturing complexity.
We propose a new substrate, FIGARO, that uses existing
shared global buers among subarrays within a DRAM bank
to provide support for in-DRAM data relocation across subar-
rays at the granularity of a single cache block. FIGARO has a
distance-independent latency within a DRAM bank, and avoids
complex modications to DRAM (such as the interleaving of
fast and slow regions). Using FIGARO, we design a ne-grained
in-DRAM cache called FIGCache. The key idea of FIGCache is
to cache only small, frequently-accessed portions of dierent
DRAM rows in a designated region of DRAM. By caching only
the parts of each row that are expected to be accessed in the near
future, we can pack more of the frequently-accessed data into
FIGCache, and can benet from additional row hits in DRAM
(i.e., accesses to an already-open row, which have a lower la-
tency than accesses to an unopened row). FIGCache provides
benets for systems with both heterogeneous DRAM banks (i.e.,
banks with fast regions and slow regions) and conventional
homogeneous DRAM banks (i.e., banks with only slow regions).
Our evaluations across a wide variety of applications show
that FIGCache improves the average performance of a system
using DDR4 DRAM by 16.3% and reduces average DRAM energy
consumption by 7.8% for 8-core workloads, over a conventional
system without in-DRAM caching. We show that FIGCache
outperforms state-of-the-art in-DRAM caching techniques, and
that its performance gains are robust across many system and
mechanism parameters.
1. Introduction
DRAM has long been the dominant technology for main
memory systems. As many modern applications require
greater amounts of DRAM to hold increasing amounts of data,
manufacturers are increasing the capacity of DRAM chips via
manufacturing process technology scaling. However, unlike
capacity, DRAM access latency has not decreased signicantly
for decades, as latency improvements are traded o to instead
decrease the cost-per-bit of DRAM [14, 80, 81, 106, 111, 134].
To understand why, we study the high-level organization of
a DRAM chip, as shown in Figure 1. The chip consists of
multiple DRAM banks (eight in DDR4 DRAM [52]), where
each bank is comprised of multiple homogeneous subarrays
(i.e., two-dimensional tiles) [72] of DRAM cells. Each DRAM
cell stores a bit of data in the form of charge. Reads and
writes cannot be performed directly on the cell, as the cell
holds only a limited amount of charge (in order to keep the
cell area small), and this amount is too small to drive the I/O
circuitry. Instead, a cell in a subarray is connected via a bitline
to the subarray’s local row buer (consisting of sense ampli-
ers) [72,82]. A local row buer is used to sense, amplify, and
hold the contents of one row of DRAM. Each subarray has
its own local row buer, which consumes a relatively large
area compared to a row of DRAM cells. To amortize this area
and achieve low cost-per-bit, a commodity DRAM connects
many DRAM cells to each sense amplier on a single bitline
(e.g., 512–2048 cells per bitline). Doing so results in a long
bitline to accommodate the number of attached DRAM cells,
and a long bitline has high parasitic capacitance. Bitline ca-
pacitance has a direct impact on DRAM access latency: the
longer the bitline, the higher the parasitic capacitance, and,
thus, the longer the latency required to bring the data from a
row of DRAM cells into the local row buer [81]. The local
row buers in a bank are connected to a shared global row
buer, which interfaces with the chip’s I/O drivers.
DRAM Chip DRAM Bank
Global Row Buffer
Subarray
DRAM Subarray
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Figure 1. Logical organization of a DRAM chip.
To improve DRAM latency while maintaining low cost-per-
bit, prior works modify the DRAM organization to implement
an in-DRAM cache [15, 81, 94, 134]. Many of these works
take the approach shown in Figure 2a, where they introduce
heterogeneous subarrays into DRAM banks. In such a bank,
one type of subarray (labeled a slow subarray in the gure)
has a regular (i.e., slow) access latency and large capacity,
while a second type of subarray (labeled fast subarray) has
a low access latency but small capacity (i.e., the subarray’s
bitlines are kept short to reduce parasitic capacitance and,
thus, latency). An in-DRAM cache maintains a copy of a
subset of rows from the slow subarrays in the fast subarrays,
typically caching the hottest (i.e., most frequently accessed,
or most recently used) rows to increase the probability that
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Figure 2. (a) State-of-the-art in-DRAM cache in a hetero-
geneous bank with many fast subarrays interleaved among
slow subarrays; (b) FIGCache in a heterogeneous bank with
fewer fast subarrays; (c) FIGCache in a conventional bank
with no fast subarrays.
a memory request can be served by the fast subarrays (i.e.,
with low latency).
Unfortunately, existing in-DRAM cache designs suer from
the inecient data relocation operations that copy data be-
tween the slow and fast subarrays. There are two main rea-
sons for this ineciency. First, the data relocation granularity
is the size of an entire DRAM row. In modern DRAM, a row
contains a large amount of data (8 kB in DDR4 [52]). However,
it is dicult for an application to access the entire contents of
a row when the row is opened, as (1) the application may not
have high spatial locality [3, 4, 34, 145], and (2) interference
among multiple programs running on a multicore processor
limits data reuse from an open row [33, 35, 40, 70, 71, 84, 99,
102, 104, 110, 140, 141, 143, 144, 147, 155]. As a result, when a
row in an in-DRAM cache is opened, only a small subset of
the cached row is typically accessed before the row is evicted
from the cache. Second, there is a trade-o in current designs
between relocation latency and design complexity. The further
away a slow subarray is physically from the fast subarray,
the higher the latency that is required to perform the data
relocation. To reduce the relocation latency, many fast subar-
rays are employed and interleaved among slow subarrays (as
shown in Figure 2a), which leads to increased area overhead
(e.g., each fast subarray requires its own local row buer and
peripheral circuitry [72, 82]) and manufacturing complexity.
To avoid these ineciencies, we propose a new approach
to ecient data relocation support across subarrays within a
DRAM bank that uses (mostly) existing structures within a
modern DRAM device. As shown in Figure 1, all of the sub-
arrays in a bank share a single global row buer. The global
row buer in a bank serves to connect one column’s worth of
data from an active local row buer in the same bank to the
I/O drivers in a chip. Across a rank of chips (i.e., a group of
chips operating in lockstep), the global row buers of a single
bank can hold one cache line (i.e., 64 bytes) of data. We make
the key observation that the global row buer in a DRAM
bank is interconnected with all of the local row buers of the
subarrays in the bank. By safely relaxing some constraints in
the operation of the DRAM chip, we can use the global row
buer to facilitate ne-grained relocation across subarrays
(i.e., copying only a single column of data in a DRAM chip,
which translates to copying a cache block in a DRAM rank).
Using this insight, we design a substrate called FIGARO. FI-
GARO operations are performed by enabling two local row
buers to transfer data in an unaligned manner between each
other (i.e., data from one column in the source local row buer
can be written to a dierent column in the destination local
row buer) via the global row buer, without any use of the
o-chip memory channel. By making novel use of existing
structures within DRAM, we implement FIGARO with only
modest changes to the peripheral logic within DRAM (<0.3%
chip area overhead), without any changes to the cell arrays.
Based on FIGARO, we propose a ne-grained in-DRAM
cache (FIGCache), as shown in Figure 2b. FIGCache avoids
the pitfalls of state-of-the-art in-DRAM cache designs [15,
81, 94, 134]. The key idea of FIGCache is to cache only a
portion of a DRAM row (i.e., a row segment) via FIGARO,
instead of caching an entire DRAM row at a time. This row
segment granularity based caching approach yields three ben-
ets. First, it increases the performance of in-DRAM caches,
because a single in-DRAM cache row (in the fast subarray)
can now contain small fragments of multiple DRAM rows
that are likely to be accessed before the fragment is evicted
from the cache. By signicantly reducing the amount of cache
space wasted on unaccessed data, both the in-DRAM cache
hit rate and row buer hit rate increase substantially. Sec-
ond, it simplies the in-DRAM cache design. FIGARO has a
distance-independent relocation latency within a DRAM bank,
reducing the number of fast subarrays needed to keep the la-
tency low compared to state-of-the-art in-DRAM caches (e.g.,
FIGCache provides benets with only two fast subarrays per
bank) and eliminating the need to interleave fast subarrays
among slow subarrays. Third, it allows in-DRAM caching
to provide potential benet for conventional DRAM chips
that contain only slow subarrays (as shown in Figure 2c).
Even without subarrays with lower access latencies, FIGARO
allows us to use a small number of rows in a slow subarray
to contain the most frequently-accessed fragments of select
DRAM rows. This increases the row buer hit rate signi-
cantly, allowing a greater fraction of memory requests to be
served with the lower row hit latency (as a row already open
in a row buer has a lower access latency than an unopened
row). As we discuss in Section 6, FIGCache can help mitigate
security attacks such as RowHammer [21, 29, 68, 69, 107, 108]
and row buer based side channel attacks [118], in addition
to its performance benets.
Our evaluations show that on a system with both fast sub-
arrays and slow subarrays (Figure 2b), FIGCache improves
performance by 16.3% and reduces DRAM energy by 7.8%, on
average across 20 eight-core workloads, over a conventional
system without in-DRAM caching. FIGCache outperforms a
state-of-the-art in-DRAM cache design [15], with an average
performance improvement of 4.6% for 8-core workloads. We
show that even in a system without any fast subarrays (Fig-
ure 2c), if we reserve 64 of the DRAM rows in a slow subarray
as an in-DRAM cache, FIGCache provides considerable per-
formance gain (12.5% on average). We demonstrate that the
performance benets of FIGCache are robust across many sys-
tem and mechanism parameters (e.g., cache capacity, caching
granularity, replacement policy, hot data identication pol-
icy). We conclude that FIGCache is a robust and ecient
mechanism to reduce DRAM access latency.
We make the following contributions in this work:
• We propose FIGARO, an ecient substrate that enables ne
granularity (i.e., column granularity) data relocation across
subarrays in a memory bank, at a latency that is indepen-
dent of the distance of subarrays from each other. FIGARO
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uses (mostly) existing structures in a modern DRAM chip,
with its modications requiring <0.3% chip area overhead.
• We propose FIGCache, an ecient in-DRAM cache based
on FIGARO. FIGCache caches fragments of a DRAM row
at the granularity of a row segment, which can be as
small as a cache block. Doing so signicantly improves
in-DRAM caching performance over state-of-the-art in-
DRAM caches. Unlike prior works, FIGCache can be im-
plemented in DRAM chips with both heterogeneous (i.e.,
slow and fast) subarrays and homogeneous (i.e., only slow)
subarrays.
• We comprehensively evaluate the performance and en-
ergy eciency of FIGCache. We show that it substantially
improves both the performance and energy eciency of
single-core and multi-core systems with DDR4 DRAM, and
that it outperforms state-of-the-art in-DRAM caches.
2. Background
We provide background about DRAM organizations and
operations to understand how FIGARO works. For more
information, we refer the readers to prior works that cover
DRAM in detail [14, 15, 16, 33, 39, 40, 41, 61, 62, 63, 65, 67, 72, 73,
74, 80, 81, 82, 88, 89, 97, 126, 127, 130, 131, 147].
DRAM Organization. A modern main memory subsys-
tem consists of one or more memory channels, where each
channel contains a memory controller that manages a ded-
icated subset of DRAM modules. The modules in a single
channel share an o-chip bus that is used to issue commands
and transfer data between DRAM modules and memory con-
troller, which typically resides in the processor. Each module
is made up of multiple DRAM chips, which are grouped into
one or more ranks. For modern x8 DRAM chips in the same
rank, there are typically 8 chips that hold data (with some
modules containing an additional chip for error-correcting
codes, or ECC [58, 98, 115, 116]). All chips belonging to the
same rank operate in lockstep (i.e., the same command is is-
sued and performed by all chips simultaneously), and one row
of DRAM cells are distributed across all of the chips within a
rank. The chips in a rank, in combination, provide 64 bytes of
data (and 8 bytes of ECC code for modules with the extra chip)
for each memory request. As Figure 1 shows, a chip is divided
into multiple banks, which can serve memory requests (i.e.,
loads or stores) in parallel and independently of each other.
Each bank typically consists of 32–64 two-dimensional arrays
of DRAM cells called subarrays [17, 72, 127, 128, 131].
In this work, we focus on data movement operations across
subarrays within a bank. Figure 3 provides more detail about
the subarray structure. Each subarray typically contains 512–
2048 rows of DRAM cells, which are connected to a local row
buer (LRB). The LRB consists of a set of sense ampliers
that are used to open (i.e., activate) one row at a time in the
subarray. Each vertical line of cells is connected to one sense
amplier in the LRB via a local bitline wire. Cells within a
row share a wordline. All of the LRBs in a bank are connected
to a shared global row buer (GRB) [15, 48, 64, 72, 101], which
is much narrower than the LRB. The GRB is connected to
the LRBs using a set of global bitlines [48, 82]. The GRB
is composed of high-gain sense ampliers that detect and
amplify perturbations caused by a single LRB on the global
bitlines [48]. The GRB width is usually correlated with the
data output width of the chip (e.g., in an x8 data/ECC chip,
which sends 8 bits of data/ECC for each of the eight data
bursts that make up one read, the GRB is 64-bit). Since the
GRB is much narrower than an LRB, a single column (i.e., a
small number of bits; 64 in an x8 chip) of the LRB is selected
banksubarray 0
subarray n-1
local row buffer (LRB)
global row buffer (GRB)
column decoder
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
column
wordline
global bitline
DRAM cell
to chip I/O logic
sense
amplifier
local bitline
Figure 3. Detailed DRAM bank and subarray organization.
using a column decoder to connect to the GRB. The column is
chosen based on the memory address requested by the DRAM
command that is being performed.
DRAM Operations. The memory controller issues four
commands to access and update data within DRAM. First, the
memory controller activates the DRAM row containing the
data. The ACTIVATE command latches the selected DRAM
row into the LRB of the subarray that contains the row. Sec-
ond, once the activation nishes, the memory controller is-
sues a READ or WRITE command, which operates on a col-
umn of data. On a READ, one column of the LRB is selected
using the column decoder and is sent to the GRB via global
bitlines. The GRB then drives the data to the chip I/O logic,
which sends the data out of the DRAM chip to the memory
controller. While a row is activated, the memory controller
can issue subsequent READ/WRITE commands to access
other columns of data from the LRB if there are other mem-
ory requests to the same row. This is called a row buer hit.
Finally, the controller precharges the LRB and the subarray by
issuing a PRECHARGE command to prepare all of the bitlines
for a subsequent ACTIVATE command to a dierent row.
The latencies of the above commands is governed by timing
parameters dened in an industry-wide standard [49, 51, 52,
72, 76, 81], which is set largely depending on the length of
local bitlines in the subarray. This is because every local
bitline has an associated parasitic capacitance whose value
is proportional to the length of the bitline. This parasitic
capacitance increases the subarray operation latencies during
ACTIVATE and PRECHARGE [81].
3. Existing In-DRAM Cache Designs
DRAM manufacturers often choose a long bitline length to
accommodate a greater number of rows (and, thus, increase
DRAM capacity) [81]. To alleviate long DRAM latencies that
result from longer bitlines, prior works propose in-DRAM
caches [15, 81, 94, 134]. The key idea of an in-DRAM cache is
to introduce heterogeneity into DRAM, where one region has
a fast access latency with short local bitline length, while the
other has bitline length and access latency same as regular
(i.e., slow) DRAM. To yield the highest performance benets,
the fast region is used as an in-DRAM cache for hot data.
We discuss three main approaches that prior works take in
building in-DRAM caches.
Heterogeneous Subarray Based Design. Tiered-Laten-
cy (TL) DRAM [81] divides a subarray into fast (near) and slow
(far) segments that have short and long bitlines, respectively,
by adding bitline isolation transistors between the two seg-
ments. The fast segment can serve as an in-DRAM cache. A
row can be quickly copied between the two segments via the
bitlines, via a back-to-back activation operation resembling
RowClone [127]. The main disadvantage of TL-DRAM [81]
comes from the intrusive nature of the bitline isolation tran-
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sistors inside the subarray. Isolation transistors are dierent
from the existing cell access transistors in DRAM, which are
specially designed with low leakage [94, 123]. When placed
in the middle of a subarray, isolation transistors require large
cost and can aect DRAM yield. For DRAM chips that use
the popular open-bitline architecture [60, 88, 97], TL-DRAM
increases the area overhead signicantly (by 3.15%) [15]. As
a result, such isolation-transistor-based in-DRAM cache de-
signs can potentially face a relatively high barrier to adoption
by commercial DRAM vendors.
Heterogeneous BankBasedDesignWithout Data Re-
location Support. CHARM [134] introduces heterogeneity
within each bank by designing a few fast subarrays with
(1) short bitlines for faster data sensing, and (2) close place-
ment to the chip I/O for faster data transfer. Fast subarrays
maintain the same cell array structure as traditional DRAM,
leading to simple design and with little eect on DRAM yield.
To fully exploit the potential of fast subarrays, CHARM uses
an OS-based scheme to statically allocate frequently used
data to fast subarrays based on program proling informa-
tion. The main shortcoming of CHARM is that data relocation
between fast and slow subarrays must be done through the
memory channel using the narrow global data bus of DRAM,
which incurs high latency and reduces opportunities to use
dynamic in-DRAM cache management polices that adapt to
dynamic program phase changes (and that requires more
frequent data relocation than static proling-based policies).
This substantially limits the potential benets of CHARM,
and makes the overall performance gain of in-DRAM cache
depend heavily on the eectiveness of the static, proling
based cache management policy.
Heterogeneous Bank Based Design With Bulk Data
Relocation Support. By taking advantage of DRAM struc-
tures, DAS-DRAM [94] and LISA-VILLA [15] extend the func-
tionality of CHARM [134] with in-DRAM bulk data relocation
mechanisms. These mechanisms dynamically relocate data
between fast and slow subarrays without using the narrow
global data bus, enabling faster and more ecient relocation.
This allows for the ecient implementation of dynamic in-
DRAM cache management policies. Specically, DAS-DRAM
enables DRAM row relocation across subarrays in a bank
through a row of relocation cells in each subarray. The LISA
substrate [15] (upon which the LISA-VILLA in-DRAM caching
mechanism is built) further improves the relocation latency
with wide inter-subarray links, serving as a direct data relo-
cation path between especially physically-adjacent subarrays.
Unfortunately, the overall performance of state-of-the-art
in-DRAM caches is greatly limited by two characteristics of
the existing in-DRAM data relocation support.
First, the data relocation granularity is large and xed
(i.e., an entire DRAM row is relocated at a time). Due to the
limited row buer locality exhibited by many programs [33],
most of the in-DRAM cache hits are actually to only a small
subset of a cached DRAM row, leaving the rest of the DRAM
row untouched before the row is evicted from the cache (i.e.,
most of the row is brought into the cache without providing
any benet). The interference among concurrently running
programs in a multicore system further hurts the row buer
locality [33, 35, 40, 70, 71, 84, 99, 102, 104, 110, 140, 141, 143, 144,
147, 155]. Thus, caching an entire DRAM row is usually not
necessary and leads to poor utilization of the in-DRAM cache
(i.e., fast subarray) space. Note that while a cached row can
take advantage of low latencies in the fast subarray, its row
buer hit rate does not change, as the contents of the cached
row (and therefore its locality behavior) remain the same as
the source row in the slow subarray.
Second, data relocation latency increases substantially as
the physical relocation distance increases. Each relocation
requires the relocated row to be written to each intermediate
subarray between the source subarray and the destination
subarray. As a result, the further away a slow subarray is
physically from the fast subarray, the higher the latency is for
the data relocation into and out of the in-DRAM cache. To mit-
igate this distance-dependent latency, both DAS-DRAM and
LISA-VILLA add multiple fast subarrays into DRAM banks,
physically interleaving the fast subarrays among slow subar-
rays to reduce the average distance between a slow subarray
and its closest fast subarray. Doing so greatly increases the
area overhead (e.g., each new subarray requires additional
peripheral circuitry, such as decoders and a local row buer)
and manufacturing complexity.
As a result, while DAS-DRAM and LISA-VILLA represent
the state-of-the-art for in-DRAM caches, their ineciencies
signicantly impact the benets and practicality of the mech-
anisms.
4. FIGARO Substrate
To solve the ineciencies of state-of-the-art in-DRAM
cache designs, we propose Fine-Grained In-DRAM Data Relo-
cation (FIGARO), a new substrate that enables ne granularity
data relocation across the subarrays in a bank at a distance-
independent latency. FIGARO can relocate data at the column
granularity in a bank (i.e., 64 bits in an x8 DRAM chip, which
corresponds to 64-byte cache block granularity in a rank). FI-
GARO signicantly improves in-DRAM caching in two ways:
(1) it enables caching at the granularity of what we call a row
segment (consisting of one or more contiguous cache blocks),
and thus a single in-DRAM cache row can now contain row
segments from multiple DRAM rows, leading to higher cache
utilization and higher row buer hit rates; and (2) it reduces
the need for a large number of fast subarrays per bank (e.g.,
we use only two for our default conguration in this paper),
and they no longer need to be interleaved among normal sub-
arrays, leading to low area overhead and low manufacturing
complexity.
4.1. FIGARO Design
FIGARO is built upon the key observation (as we discuss in
Section 2) that all of the private per-subarray local row buers
(LRBs) in a bank are connected to a single shared global row
buer (GRB). By taking advantage of this connectivity, FI-
GARO can perform column-granularity data relocation across
subarrays at a distance-independent latency, without using
the o-chip memory channel.
Transferring Data Between Two Local Row Buers.
To relocate data, FIGARO introduces a new DRAM command,
RELOC (relocate column). Within a DRAM chip, RELOC copies
one column of data from the LRB of one subarray to the LRB
of another subarray within the same bank, via the GRB. Re-
call from Section 2 that as eight x8 data chips work together
in lockstep in a rank, the GRB across all chips is 64 bytes,
and, thus, a RELOC command in such a rank-based system
copies one cache block (i.e., 64 bytes). The RELOC command
has two parameters: (1) the source address and (2) the desti-
nation address. The source address in RELOC consists of only
the column address (since the source is an LRB containing
an already-activated row, as we describe below), while the
destination address consists of the destination subarray in-
dex (since the destination is a not-yet-active LRB), and the
corresponding column address. Note that our new command
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can be easily added by using one of the undened encodings
reserved for future use in the DRAM standard [52], similar to
new DRAM commands that have been proposed in previous
studies [15, 72, 127, 128].
Figure 4 illustrates how FIGARO relocates one column of
data from a source subarray (subarray A) to a destination
subarray (subarray B) in a DRAM chip using the RELOC com-
mand. First, the memory controller issues an ACTIVATE
command to one row in subarray A ( 1 in Figure 4), which
copies data from the selected row to subarray A’s local row
buer (LRB). Second, the memory controller issues a RELOC
command. The RELOC command relocates one column of data
(A3 in Figure 4) from subarray A’s LRB to subarray B’s LRB.
To do this, RELOC selects the desired column of data from
subarray A’s LRB (column 3) using A’s column decoder ( 2 ),
which loads the column into the global row buer (GRB; 3 ),
and at the same time connects the GRB to subarray B using
B’s column decoder, which places the column of data from
subarray A in the correct column (column 1) of subarray B’s
LRB ( 4 ). Multiple RELOC commands can be issued at this
point, copying multiple columns of data from the activated
source row to subarray B’s LRB. Third, the memory controller
issues an ACTIVATE command to subarray B ( 5 ), overwrit-
ing only the corresponding column in the activated row with
the new data (i.e., A3). Fourth, the memory controller issues a
PRECHARGE command to prepare the entire bank for future
accesses (not shown in the gure).
SRC: Subarray A
A0 A1 A2 A3
A4 A5 A6 A7
A0 A1 A2 A3
DST: Subarray B
B0 B1 B2 B3
B4 B5 B6 B7
ACTIVATE subarray A
SRC: Subarray A
A0 A1 A2 A3
A4 A5 A6 A7
A0 A1 A2 A3 3
DST: Subarray B
B0 B1 B2 B3
B4 B5 B6 B7
A3 1
RELOC col 3  B col 1
A3
SRC: Subarray A
A0 A1 A2 A3
A4 A5 A6 A7
A0 A1 A2 A3
DST: Subarray B
B0 A3 B2 B3
B4 B5 B6 B7
B0 A3 B2 B3
ACTIVATE subarray B
1
2
34
5
LRB
GRB
column
decoder
Figure 4. An example of data relocation using FIGARO.
During the RELOC command, FIGARO relies on the fact
that the GRB has a higher drive strength than the LRB [48].
Therefore, when the destination LRB is connected to the GRB
( 3 in Figure 4), the GRB has enough drive strength to induce
charge perturbation to the idle (i.e., precharged) bitlines of
the destination subarray, allowing the destination LRB to
sense and latch this perturbation even though we are not
activating the destination subarray. The GRB will also help
to quickly drive the corresponding local sense ampliers and
the bitlines in the destination subarray to a stable state (either
Vdd or 0). Therefore, when the destination row is activated,
the DRAM cells connected to the bitlines in a stable state will
be overwritten, while all other cells in the row will maintain
their original values [15, 81, 127] (as seen in 5 in Figure 4).
This requires no modication to existing DRAM. Note that
for DRAM modules that contain an additional chip for ECC
information, since the data chips and ECC chip operate in
lockstep (Section 2), the corresponding ECC code is trans-
ferred together with the data during the relocation process.
Distance-Independent Latency of RELOC. The latency
of existing data relocation substrates in a DRAM bank [15,94]
is distance-dependent because these substrates perform time-
consuming sensing of intermediate local row buers during
data relocation, as the data moves from the LRB of one sub-
array to the next. As a result, the relocation latency (and
energy) is directly dependent on the number of intermediate
local row buer operations. Unlike existing relocation sub-
strates that use local bitlines and isolation transistors for data
movement [15, 94], the latency of RELOC comes mainly from
the sensing of the GRB and the driving of the destination
LRB, both via the global bitlines. While the latency dierence
between relocation operations to dierent subarrays is depen-
dent on the length of global bitlines, a longer global bitline
length has a relatively small impact on the relocation latency,
as global bitlines are made of metal with lower capacitance
and resistance than local bitlines [134].
Similar to standard READ/WRITE operations in DRAM,
whose latencies are set to accommodate worst-case accesses
to the furthest subarray, we set the RELOC latency based on
the worst case (i.e., the latency of relocating data between two
subarrays that are the furthest away from each other when
connected via the global row buer). We use this worst-case
latency (plus a safety margin; see Section 4.2) as the timing
parameter for RELOC.
Issuing Multiple Activations Without a Precharge.
To activate src and dst rows one after another without
precharging either row, we must relax the existing constraint
that only one row in a bank can be active at a time. Existing
memory controllers do not allow another ACTIVATE com-
mand to be issued to an already-activated bank because the
row decoder hierarchy (i.e., the global and local row decoders)
cannot simultaneously drive two wordlines [72]. While a row
is active, the wordline corresponding to the row needs to re-
main asserted, so that the cells of the row remain connected
to the LRB. In existing DRAM chips, the decoder hierarchy
latches and drives only one-row address, which the mem-
ory controller provides along with an ACTIVATE command.
To enable FIGARO, we employ a similar technique to prior
work on subarray-level parallelism [72]: we add a latch to the
decoding logic of each subarray to store an additional row
address for holding the source row of RELOC, and extend the
local row decoder of each subarray, such that it can choose
between the row address in this latch and the conventional
row address bus (to identify the destination row of RELOC).
Enabling Unaligned Data Relocation. In a DRAM chip,
the column decoder latches and drives only one column ad-
dress per bank, which determines which portion of the LRB
is connected to the GRB. Because conventional DRAM acti-
vates only one subarray at a time, the column decoder sends
a single column address to all LRBs in the bank.
To enable unaligned data relocation (i.e., relocating data
from column A in the src subarray LRB to column B in the
dst subarray LRB, where A 6= B), we need to modify the
column decoding logic. When the memory controller sends
two column addresses simultaneously (one for the source
subarray in RELOC, and the other for the destination subarray),
we add a multiplexer to the column decoder of each subarray,
to allow the decoder to choose which of the two column
addresses it reads (based on whether the subarray contains
the src or the dst LRB). As the existing address bus in DRAM
is wide enough to transfer two column addresses at once [72],
we do not need to change the physical DRAM interface.1
1RELOC uses 21 bits to express the column addresses: 7 bits to identify the
source column in the open row of the bank, 7 bits to identify the destination
subarray index, and 7 bits to identify the destination column.
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4.2. Latency and Energy Analysis
We perform detailed circuit-level SPICE simulations to nd
the latency of the RELOC operation. We analyze a SPICE-level
model of the entire cell array of a modern DRAM chip (i.e.,
row decoder, cell capacitor, access transistor, sense ampli-
er, bitline capacitor and resistor) with 22 nm DRAM tech-
nology parameters, based on an open-source DRAM SPICE
model [39]. We use 22 nm PTM low-power transistor mod-
els [8, 148] to implement the access transistors and the sense
ampliers. In our SPICE simulations, we run 108 iterations
of Monte-Carlo simulations with a ±5% margin on every
parameter of each circuit component, to account for man-
ufacturing process variation and for the worst-case cells in
DRAM. Across all iterations, we observe that RELOC operates
correctly. We report the latency of RELOC based on the Monte-
Carlo simulation iteration with the highest access latency.
To aid the explanation of our SPICE simulation of RELOC,
we use an example that performs RELOC from the Src column
of LRB S in subarray S to the Dst column of LRB D in sub-
array D through the GRB, as shown in Figure 5a. Figure 5b
shows the voltage of the bitlines for both the Src column
(which holds data value 1 in each cell) and the Dst column
during the RELOC process over time according to our SPICE
simulation. We explain this RELOC process step by step.
(a) Example RELOC Operation (b) Illustration of RELOC Bitline Voltages
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Figure 5. Detailed RELOC operation and timing.
First, before the RELOC command is issued, an ACTIVATE
(ACT) command is sent to subarray S at time 0 ( 1 ). After
35 ns (based on the standard-specied tRAS parameter [52];
2 ), the bitlines are fully restored to VDD . Second, the mem-
ory controller sends the RELOC command to relocate (copy)
data from LRB S to LRB D through the GRB. RELOC turns
on the connection between the Src column in LRB S and the
Dst column in LRB D. Third, after a small amount of time
( 3 ), the voltage of the source bitlines in the Src column rst
drops, as these fully-driven bitlines share charge with the
precharged bitlines in the Dst column though the GRB. This
causes the corresponding sense ampliers in LRB D to sense
the charge dierence and start amplifying the perturbation,
during which the GRB helps amplication with higher drive
strength. In a very short time (less than 1 ns), bitlines in the
Dst column are fully driven with the value that is originally
stored in LRB S ( 4 ). Finally, an ACTIVATE command is sent
to subarray D ( 5 ), overwriting the DRAM cells connected to
the bitlines in the Dst column, while maintaining the existing
values of the other cells in the row [15, 81, 127].
Using SPICE simulations, we nd that the latency of RELOC
is 0.57 ns (accounting for the worst case of relocating data
via the global row buer between the two subarrays that are
the furthest away from each other). We add a guardband to
the RELOC latency, similar to what DRAM manufacturers do
to account for process and temperature variation (e.g., the
ACTIVATE timing, tRCD , has been observed to have extra
margins of 13.3% [12] and 17.3% [80]). We add a conservative
43% guardband for RELOC on top of our SPICE simulation
results, resulting in a 1 ns latency. This results in a total la-
tency of 63.5 ns to relocate one column (i.e., two ACTIVATEs,
one RELOC, and one PRECHARGE). We estimate the energy
consumption of a one-cache-block (rank-level) FIGARO data
relocation operation to be 0.03 µJ, using the Micron power
calculator [100].
5. Fine-Grained In-DRAM Cache Design
FIGARO can improve the eciency of in-DRAM caches [15,
94] by enabling (1) the ability to relocate data into and out
of the cache at the ne granularity of a row segment instead
of an entire row, resulting in higher performance; and (2) de-
signs that avoid the need for a large number of fast (yet low-
capacity) subarrays interleaved among slow subarrays and
thus easier to manufacture, resulting in lower area overhead
and lower complexity. We use FIGARO as the foundation of a
new in-DRAM cache called FIGCache (ne-grained in-DRAM
cache). FIGCache co-locates hot row segments from slow
subarrays into a small number of rows that serve as a cache.
To manage the cache, FIGCache uses a tag store (FTS) in the
memory controller to hold metadata about currently-cached
segments, and employs a simple policy for identifying which
segments should be brought into the cache (Section 3). When
a row segment needs to be brought into the cache, FIGCache
uses multiple RELOC commands (one for each cache block
in the segment) to copy data from the slow subarray into
the cache. Likewise, a dirty evicted row segment is written
back from the cache to its location in the slow subarray using
RELOC commands. Rows serving as the cache can either be
implemented using small fast subarrays, reserved rows within
slow subarrays, or fast rows within a subarray (Section 5.2).
5.1. FIGCache Tag Store
A row segment is brought into FIGCache to lower the la-
tency for subsequent accesses to the segment. For each mem-
ory request, in order to know whether it should be serviced
by the cache or by the slow subarrays, the memory controller
needs to store information about which row segments are
currently cached. To this end, we introduce a FIGCache tag
store (FTS) in the memory controller. As shown in Figure 6,
we maintain a xed portion of the tag store for each bank.
Within each portion, there is a separate entry for each in-
DRAM cache slot in the bank (where each xed-size slot
is the size of one row segment). For each entry, FTS holds
four elds: (1) a tag holding the original address of the row
segment; (2) a valid bit (V in the gure); (3) a dirty bit (D);
and (4) a benet counter (Benet), which is used for cache
replacement. In a bank, FIGCache acts as a fully-associative
cache, and, thus, the entries within each portion of the FTS
are maintained as a fully-associative structure.
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Slot Tag (Original Address) V D Benefit
0
1. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
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. . .
. . .
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.    .    .
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. . .
. . .
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Figure 6. FIGCache tag store (FTS).
An FTS entry is set as valid when a row segment is relo-
cated to the corresponding in-DRAM cache slot. For every
memory request, the memory controller looks up the FTS
portion associated with the bank of the corresponding re-
quest to determine whether or not the request is a hit in the
in-DRAM cache. If the request is a FIGCache hit (i.e., an
FTS entry matches the row segment ID of the request), its
corresponding entry’s benet counter is incremented if the
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value is not saturated (we empirically set the counter size to
5 bits in this work), and the memory controller redirects the
request to the in-DRAM cache. If the request is a write, the
entry’s dirty bit is set. We next discuss how FIGCache misses
are handled.
ChoosingRowSegments to Insert Into theCache. We
rely on a very simple policy, called insert-any-miss, to iden-
tify when a row segment should be inserted into the cache:
every FIGCache miss for a memory request triggers a row
segment relocation into the cache. This policy is designed to
achieve the highest utilization of the in-DRAM cache. While
more sophisticated policies (e.g., adding only those segments
whose access frequencies exceed a certain threshold) can be
used to limit the number of segments inserted into FIGCache,
such policies typically spend additional area and energy on
calculating statistics. We evaluate the sensitivity of FIGCache
to various insertion policies in Section 9, and nd that the
performance gain of FIGCache is robust to dierent policies,
and that our simple insert-any-miss policy performs well.
Cache Replacement Policy. FIGCache manages cache
replacement at the row granularity. When a new row segment
needs to be inserted, and no free segments are available in
the cache, FIGCache calculates the cumulative benet of each
in-DRAM cache row, by summing together the benet values
of each cached row segment in the row.2 The row with the
lowest total benet score is selected for eviction. FIGCache
maintains a register that holds the ID of the row to be evicted
(6 bits in our conguration), and maintains a single bitvector
(8 bits in our conguration) that tracks which row segments
in the row have not yet been evicted. When a new in-DRAM
cache row is selected for eviction, the bitvector is set to all
ones, marking all of the row segments in the selected row
for eviction. From the marked row segments, the one with
the lowest individual benet score is evicted, making room
for the segment being inserted, and its corresponding bit
in the bitvector is cleared. The other row segments remain
marked for eviction in the bitvector, and the next time that a
row segment needs to be inserted, the marked row segment
with the lowest score is evicted. This process continues for
every insertion until no more marked row segments remain,
at which point a new row is selected for eviction.
We choose to perform eviction at a row granularity in order
to take advantage of temporal locality across row segments.
The benets of FIGCache increase when multiple row seg-
ments in an open FIGCache row are accessed, as memory
accesses to open rows are faster than memory accesses to
closed rows. By evicting all of the segments in a row, we can
pack the row with row segments that are accessed close in
time to each other, increasing the chance (due to locality) that
the segments will again be accessed together, thus increasing
the row buer hit rate in the in-DRAM cache. We compare
our row-granularity replacement policy with commonly-used
replacement policies that can be applied at the row segment
granularity in Section 9, and show that our row-granularity
replacement policy achieves higher performance due to the
higher row buer hit rate it enables.
5.2. In-DRAM Cache Design
Building In-DRAM Cache with Fast Subarrays. One
way to implement the in-DRAM cache is to add fast subar-
rays to a DRAM bank, in addition to the regular (i.e., slow)
subarrays, similar to prior works [15,94,134]. A fast subarray
achieves low access latency by reducing the bitline length [81].
2We can use the Dirty-Block Index [125] to simplify the summing oper-
ation, as it can help to eciently maintain per-row benet scores.
Unlike prior works [15, 94, 134], whose direct connections
between subarrays can incur highly-distance-dependent la-
tencies for data relocation (causing designers to interleave
many fast subarrays among slow subarrays to bound the re-
location latency), FIGARO provides a distance-independent
relocation latency (Section 4.1), as all relocation operations
go through the global row buer and global bitlines that are
shared across all subarrays in a bank. This allows FIGCache
to employ only a small number of fast subarrays (we use
only two per bank in this work), which reduces both the area
overhead (fewer subarrays per bank lead to fewer peripheral
circuitry blocks that are needed for that bank) and manufac-
turing complexity (fewer fast subarrays lead to less design
and placement complexity).
Building In-DRAM Cache with Slow Subarrays. As
FIGARO facilitates the co-location of multiple hot row seg-
ments into the same DRAM row, the row buer hit rate is ex-
pected to increase, thus lowering the average DRAM latency.
Our row-granularity replacement policy further increases
the likelihood of increased row buer hit rates. As a result,
with a low-overhead relocation mechanism, FIGCache can
improve performance even without the aid of reduced-latency
subarrays. This enables us to build the in-DRAM cache in con-
ventional homogeneous DRAM chips without introducing
heterogeneity into DRAM banks.
We propose to reserve a small number of DRAM rows per
bank in a slow subarray, to serve as the in-DRAM cache. Note
that DRAM row reservation is a widely-used optimization
method in both academia [31, 39, 126, 128, 141] and indus-
try [95]. One potential issue with using rows in an existing
slow subarray is that FIGARO cannot eciently relocate data
within the same subarray. As a result, to avoid the overheads
of relocation, we simply do not cache any row segments from
the same subarray that FIGCache’s rows reside in. Given that
existing DRAM chips employ a large number of subarrays
(i.e., 32 to 64) in each bank [17, 72, 128], the loss of caching
opportunity is negligible. An alternative can be to reserve
DRAM rows in two subarrays, and relocate the row segments
of one of those subarrays to the reserved rows in the other
subarray. However, to simplify the cache management logic,
we do not evaluate such a setup in our work.
Building In-DRAMCache with Fast Rows in a Subar-
ray. Two recent works, CROW [39] and CLR-DRAM [97],
use the idea of cell coupling, where the same bit is written to
into two or more cells along the same bitline [39] or word-
line [97] within a subarray. Cell coupling reduces the access
latency when the coupled cells are activated together, as all
of the coupled cells now drive their charge simultaneously,
increasing the speed at which the data value can be sensed by
a sense amplier. As a result, a row of coupled cells acts as a
fast DRAM row, enabling a similar eect as fast subarrays (i.e.,
low-latency access) without the need for a separate subarray.
Based on the structures proposed in CROW [39] and CLR-
DRAM [97] to write the same bit into multiple cells con-
currently, FIGARO can be extended to relocate data from a
conventional slow DRAM row to a fast row. When relocat-
ing data from global row buer to the destination local row
buer, RELOC can utilize the mechanisms proposed in existing
works [39, 97] so that each bit in the global row buer can be
written into multiple cells (i.e., cells in the fast DRAM row)
in the destination subarray. We leave evaluation of such a
mechanism to future work.
Tiered-Latency (TL) DRAM [81] enables fast rows within a
subarray by adding isolation transistors along the bitlines of
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the subarray. When the isolation transistors are open, only
a small number of rows remain connected to the local row
buer, providing similar performance to a fast subarray. To
build FIGCache on top of TL-DRAM, we can use RELOC to
cache data from the slow rows of one subarray into the fast
rows of a dierent subarray, as RELOC cannot relocate data
when the source and destination are in the same subarray
without incurring additional overheads (i.e., the use of a sec-
ond subarray to serve as an intermediate buer). We leave a
detailed implementation and evaluation of a TL-DRAM-based
FIGCache to future work.
6. Other Use Cases for FIGARO and FIGCache
We believe that FIGARO and FIGCache can enable multiple
new use cases (other than FIGCache in DDRx DRAM). We
briey discuss two such cases, and leave it to future work to
design and evaluate mechanisms that enable these use cases.
FIGARO with Emerging DRAM Technologies. Al-
though we evaluate FIGARO and FIGCache for DDR4 DRAM,
both solutions can be applied to other DRAM-based memory
technologies with similar bank organizations to DDR4, such
as 3D-stacked High-Bandwidth Memory (HBM) [1,77,78] and
GDDR5 memory for GPUs [50].
Mitigating DRAM Security Vulnerabilities with FIG-
Cache. FIGCache can be used to reduce the vulnerability
of DRAM to row-buer-conict-based attacks. We briey
examine two potential vulnerabilities: (1) RowHammer and
(2) side channel attacks in DRAM.
RowHammer [21, 29, 68, 69, 107, 108] is a vulnerability that
takes place when two or more rows in the same bank are
accessed frequently. These frequent accesses cause the two
(or more) rows to be repeatedly open and closed due to row
buer conicts, hammering (i.e., inducing bit ips in) the
data stored in neighboring DRAM rows. FIGCache helps
to reduce the impact of RowHammer because FIGCache dy-
namically relocates frequently-accessed data into a single
row. Frequently-accessed row segments can be cached by
FIGCache in the same in-DRAM cache row, which eliminates
the need to repeatedly open and close the DRAM rows that
hold each segment. FIGCache reduces the probability that
RowHammer can take place on the in-DRAM cache rows,
as FIGCache’s cache insertion policy keeps row segments
accessed around the same time as one another in a single row,
signicantly reducing the frequency at which multiple in-
DRAM cache rows need to be opened/closed (see Section 8.1).
A DRAM-row-based side channel attack can be used by
a malicious program to locate and monitor the memory ac-
cesses of a victim program without the victim’s knowledge
or permission [118]. In a scenario where the attacker’s data
is located in the same bank as data belonging to the victim,
a side channel can be established by monitoring the access
time variation caused by row buer conicts. DRAMA [118]
demonstrates that this access time variation, coupled with
knowledge of where the attacker’s data resides in physical
memory, can be used to determine when the victim is access-
ing its data, revealing information such as when a user is
performing each keystroke while entering a URL into the ad-
dress bar of a browser. The attack works because the attacker
can observe information about row hits and misses to specic
DRAM rows where its data is co-located with that of the vic-
tim. FIGCache breaks this ability by caching select portions
of DRAM rows, which alters the row hit and miss patterns
for the cached data. Because the attack depends on precise
row hit/miss information, FIGCache’s caching behavior can
mitigate the attack.
We leave the evaluation of both attacks and potential miti-
gation techniques using FIGCache to future work.
7. Experimental Methodology
We evaluate FIGCache using a modied version of Ramu-
lator [73, 122], a cycle-accurate DRAM simulator, coupled
with our in-house processor simulator. We collect user-level
application traces using Pin [96]. Table 1 shows a summary
of our system conguration. We set the default row segment
size as 1/8th of a DRAM row, and study the eect of various
row segment sizes on the performance of FIGCache (Sec-
tion 9). For the fast subarray design, we use the open-source
SPICE model developed for LISA-VILLA [15], where slow
and fast subarrays have 512 and 32 DRAM rows, respectively,
and where timing parameters for activation (tRCD), precharge
(tRP ), and restoration (tRAS) in fast subarrays can be reduced
by 45.5%, 38.2%, and 62.9% respectively.
Processor 8 cores, 3.2 GHz, 3-wide issue, 256-entry inst. window8 MSHRs/core, L1 4-way 64 kB, L2 8-way 256 kB
Last-Level Cache 2 MB/core, 64 B cache block, 16-way
Memory Controller 64-entry RD/WR request queues, FR-FCFS scheduling [121, 158]
DDR4, 800 MHz bus frequency,
1 channel for single-core/4 channels for eight-core,
DRAM 1 rank, 4 bank groups with 4 banks each,
64 subarrays per bank, 8 kB row size, 4 GB capacity per channel,
address interleaving: {row, rank, bankgroup, bank, channel, column}
FIGARO rank-level RELOC granularity: 64 B, RELOC latency: 1 ns
row segment: 1/8th of DRAM row (16 cache blocks),
FIGCache fast subarray reduces tRCD / tRP / tRAS by 45.5% / 38.2% / 62.9% [15],
in-DRAM cache size: 64 rows per bank
LISA-VILLA in-DRAM cache size: 512 rows per bank
Table 1. Simulated system conguration.
To evaluate energy consumption, we model all major com-
ponents of our evaluated system based on prior works [11,
147], including CPU cores, L1/L2/last-level caches, o-chip
interconnects, and DRAM. We use several tools for this, in-
cluding McPAT 1.0 [87] for the CPU cores, CACTI 6.5 [105]
for the caches, Orion 3.0 [57] for the interconnect, and a
modied version of DRAMPower [13] for DRAM.
As shown in Table 2, we evaluate twenty single-thread
applications from the TPC [142], MediaBench [30], Mem-
ory Scheduling Championship [19], Biobench [7], and SPEC
CPU 2006 [137] benchmark suites. We classify the applica-
tions into two categories: memory intensive (greater than
10 last-level cache misses per kilo-instruction, or MPKI) and
memory non-intensive (less than 10 MPKI). To evaluate the
eect of FIGCache on a multicore system, we form 20 eight-
core multiprogrammed workloads. We vary the load on the
memory system by generating workloads where 25%, 50%,
75%, and 100% of the applications are memory intensive. To
demonstrate the performance improvement of FIGCache on
multithreaded workloads, we evaluate canneal and uidan-
imate from PARSEC [10], and radix from SPLASH-2 [150].
For both the single-core applications and eight-core work-
loads, each core executes at least one billion instructions.
We report the instruction-per-cycle (IPC) speedup for single-
core applications, and weighted speedup [133] as the system
performance metric [28] for the eight-core workloads. For
multithreaded workloads, we execute the entire application,
and report the improvement in execution time.
Category Benchmark Name
Memory Intensive zeusmp, leslie3d, mcf, GemsFDTD, libquantumbwaves, lbm, com, tigr, mum
Memory Non-Intensive h264ref, bzip2, gromacs, gcc, bfssandygrep, wc-8443, sjeng, tpcc64, tpch2
Table 2. Benchmarks used for single-core and multipro-
grammed workloads.
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8. Evaluation
We evaluate four realistic congurations to understand the
benets of FIGCache:
• Base: a baseline system with conventional DDR4 DRAM;
• LISA-VILLA [15]: a state-of-the-art in-DRAM cache;
• FIGCache-Slow: our in-DRAM cache with cache rows stored
in 64 reserved rows of one existing slow subarray (i.e., a
system with conventional homogeneous DRAM subarrays);
• FIGCache-Fast: our in-DRAM cache with cache rows stored
in two small fast subarrays (with a total of 64 rows).
We also evaluate two idealized congurations to examine the
impact of certain system parameters:
• FIGCache-Ideal: an unrealistic version of FIGCache-Fast
where the row segment relocation latency is zero; and
• LL-DRAM : a system where all subarrays in the DRAM chips
are fast (i.e., low latency).
8.1. Performance
Figures 7 and 8 show the performance improvement over
Base for our single-thread applications (using a one-core
system) and eight-application multiprogrammed workloads
(using an eight-core system), respectively. In both gures,
we group the applications and workloads based on memory
intensity (see Section 7). We make four observations from
the gures.
First, both FIGCache-Slow and FIGCache-Fast always im-
prove performance over Base. For our single-thread appli-
cations, FIGCache-Fast provides an average speedup over
Base of 1.5% (up to 2.9%) for memory non-intensive applica-
tions, and 16.1% (up to 22.5%) for memory intensive applica-
tions. For our multiprogrammed workloads, FIGCache-Fast
improves the weighted speedup over Base by an average
of 3.9%, 12.9%, 21.8%, and 27.1% for workloads in the 25%,
50%, 75%, and 100% memory intensive categories, respec-
tively. Across all 20 eight-core workloads, the average per-
formance improvement of FIGCache-Fast is 16.3%. FIGCache-
Fast achieves speedups for our three multithreaded appli-
cations as well (not shown in the gure), with an average
improvement of 16.8% over Base. Despite not having cache
rows with faster access times, FIGCache-Slow retains a large
fraction of the benets of FIGCache-Fast, with an average
performance gain of 5.9% and 12.4% for single-thread and
multiprogrammed workloads, respectively.
Second, we observe that compared with LISA-VILLA,
which employs 16 fast subarrays and interleaves them among
the normal subarrays, FIGCache-Fast provides 4.7% higher
performance averaged across our 20 eight-core workloads,
despite employing only two fast subarrays. This is because
even though FIGCache-Fast has much fewer fast subarrays
per bank, FIGCache-Fast caches only 1/8th of a row at a time
and co-locates multiple row segments with high expected
temporal locality in a single cache row. The increased row
buer hit rate in the in-DRAM cache (see analysis below)
provides most of FIGCache-Fast’s benets over LISA-VILLA.
These benets also allow FIGCache-Slow to outperform LISA-
VILLA by 1.9% on average across all of our multiprogrammed
workloads, even though FIGCache-Slow has no fast subarrays
at all. We conclude that reducing the granularity of caching
and co-locating multiple row segments into a single cache
row is greatly eective for improving the performance of an
in-DRAM cache.
Third, the benets of FIGCache-Fast and FIGCache-Slow
increase as workload memory intensity increases. On aver-
age, compared to Base, FIGCache-Fast and FIGCache-Slow
provide 27.1% and 20.6% speedup for 100% memory inten-
sive eight-core workloads, respectively, whereas they achieve
more modest speedups of 3.9% and 3.2%, respectively, for 25%
memory intensive workloads. There are multiple reasons
for the increased benets for memory intensive workloads:
these workloads (1) are more likely to generate requests that
compete for the same memory bank (i.e., they induce bank
conicts by accessing dierent rows), which FIGCache can
potentially alleviate by gathering the accessed row segments
of each conicting row into a single cache row; and (2) may in
some cases be more sensitive to DRAM latency. The potential
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Figure 7. Performance of in-DRAM caching mechanisms for single-thread applications, normalized to Base.
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correlation between bank conicts and FIGCache eective-
ness is corroborated by the fact that our eight-core multi-
programmed workloads achieve much larger performance
improvements than our single-core applications. Individual
applications in multiprogrammed workloads are likely to in-
terfere with each other, thus exacerbating bank conicts [33,
35, 40, 70, 71, 84, 99, 102, 104, 110, 140, 141, 143, 144, 147, 155],
which FIGCache can help to alleviate.
Fourth, FIGCache-Fast approaches the ideal performance
improvement of both FIGCache-Ideal and LL-DRAM, coming
within 1.9% and 4.6% respectively, on average, for our eight-
core system. These improvements indicate that the latency of
cache insertion in FIGCache is low. When a FIGCache miss
occurs, the memory controller opens the row containing the
data that is being requested. While the row is open, the
memory controller uses RELOC operations to relocate the
row segment data into the cache. Since the row is already
open, the rst ACTIVATE command discussed in Section 4.2
is not needed, which greatly reduces the time required for
relocation. The resulting relocation latency is low enough
that FIGCache can, in many cases, behave similarly to low-
latency DRAM, without the associated challenges of low-
latency DRAM (e.g., small capacity, high cost).
Overall, we conclude that FIGCache signicantly reduces
DRAM latency and outperforms a state-of-the-art in-DRAM
caching mechanism, while approaching the performance of a
low-latency DRAM design with only fast subarrays.
Cache Hit Rate. Figure 9 illustrates the in-DRAM cache
hit rate of LISA-VILLA, FIGCache-Slow, and FIGCache-Fast,
averaged across each workload category. We observe that
despite having fewer or no fast subarrays, and having sig-
nicantly fewer rows reserved for caching, FIGCache-Slow
and FIGCache-Fast have comparable cache hit rates to LISA-
VILLA across all workloads. This is because due to the limited
row buer locality in many applications, caching an entire
DRAM row (as opposed to a row segment), leads to ine-
cient cache utilization since most of each cached row is not
used. The ner granularity employed by FIGCache elimi-
nates much of this inecient utilization without sacricing
the cache hit rate with a smaller cache. FIGCache-Slow re-
sults in a slightly lower cache hit ratio than FIGCache-Fast
because, as we discuss in Section 5.2, FIGCache-Slow does not
cache row segments from the subarray where the reserved
rows are allocated.
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Figure 9. In-DRAM cache hit rate of LISA-VILLA, FIGCache-
Slow, and FIGCache-Fast.
Row Buer Hit Rate. Unlike with the cache hit rate,
FIGCache-Slow and FIGCache-Fast both have signicantly-
higher (18% higher on average) row buer hit rates for the
entire DRAM system than LISA-VILLA, as we observe in
Figure 10. This is due to two reasons: (1) the smaller row seg-
ment granularity used by FIGCache; and (2) our benet-based
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Figure 10. DRAM row buer hit rate of LISA-VILLA,
FIGCache-Slow, and FIGCache-Fast.
cache replacement policy (Section 5.1), which increases the
row buer hit rate by taking into account the temporal local-
ity of multiple row segments during co-location. In contrast,
LISA-VILLA caches an entire DRAM row at a time, and thus
the row buer hit rate cannot be improved fundamentally
beyond the existing row buer hit rate of the original row. As
a result, LISA-VILLA can benet only from the reduced laten-
cies of a fast subarray. We conclude that both FIGCache-Slow
and FIGCache-Fast are eective at improving row buer hit
rate due to their ability to eciently co-locate multiple row
segments from dierent source rows into a single in-DRAM
cache row.
8.2. System Energy Consumption
Figure 11 shows the overall system energy consumption for
Base, FIGCache-Slow, and FIGCache-Fast, averaged across
each workload category. We break down the system energy
into the energy consumed by the CPU, caches (L1, L2, and
LLC), o-chip interconnect (labeled o-chip in the gure),
and DRAM.
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Figure 11. Energy and energy breakdown of LISA-VILLA,
FIGCache-Slow, and FIGCache-Fast, normalized to Base.
We draw two observations from the gure. First, for each
workload category, both FIGCache-Slow and FIGCache-Fast
consume less energy than Base. For the memory intensive
single-core applications, FIGCache-Slow and FIGCache-Fast
reduce the system energy consumption by an average of
6.9% and 11.1%, respectively, compared to Base. Second, we
observe that the energy reduction comes from two sources:
(1) improved row buer hit rate, which helps to amortize the
energy of ACTIVATE and PRECHARGE commands on many
memory accesses; and (2) reduced execution time, which
saves static energy across each component. For FIGCache-
Fast, there is a third source of energy reduction, as the faster
ACTIVATE and PRECHARGE commands enabled by the fast
subarrays further reduce both dynamic and static energy.
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Overall, we conclude that FIGCache is eective at reducing
system energy consumption.
8.3. Hardware Overhead
DRAM Area and Power Overhead. FIGARO adds a col-
umn address MUX, row address MUX, and a row address
latch to each DRAM subarray. Our RTL-level evaluation
using a 22 nm technology shows that each column MUX oc-
cupies an area of 4.7 µm2 and consumes 2.1 µW, while each
row MUX occupies an area of 18.8 µm2 and consumes 8.4 µW.
Each row address latch stores the 40-bit partially predecoded
row address, and occupies an area of 35.2 µm2 with a power
consumption of 19.1 µW. For the system congurations de-
scribed in Table 1, the overall area overhead is less than 0.3%
of an entire DRAM chip. The overall power consumption is
negligible as an activation consumes 51.2 mW [72].
FIGCache-Fast introduces two fast subarrays per bank as
an inclusive in-DRAM cache, which is transparent to the
operating system. Each fast subarray contains 32 rows (vs.
512 rows in each slow subarray). Using area estimates from
prior works [15, 94], we calculate that a fast subarray, includ-
ing cells and sense ampliers, requires 22.6% of the area of a
slow subarray. As a result, in our DRAM conguration (see
Table 1) where each bank has 64 slow subarrays, the two fast
subarrays introduced by FIGCache-Fast add 0.7% to the area of
the DRAM chip. In comparison, LISA-VILLA [15] adds 16 fast
subarrays to each bank, which have an area overhead of 5.6%
of the DRAM chip. FIGCache-Slow has a lower area overhead
than FIGCache-Fast, as it uses rows in existing subarrays in-
stead of adding new subarrays, eliminating the area required
for additional sense ampliers. As a result, FIGCache-Slow
has an area overhead of only 0.2% in the DRAM chip.
Memory Controller. On the memory controller side, we
add the FTS (Section 5), which incurs modest storage over-
head. We assume one FTS portion per bank, where each
portion has 512 entries. Each entry of FTS consists of a row
segment address tag, a 5-bit benet counter, and the dirty and
valid bits. The width of the tag is dependent on the number
of cached row segments in one bank. For the conguration in
Section 7, there are 256K row segments per bank (32K DRAM
rows per bank, 8 row segments per DRAM row), which re-
quires a tag size of 19 bits. In total, each entry requires 26 bits.
Therefore, for each channel in our DRAM conguration (see
Table 1), which contains 16 banks with 512 FTS entries per
bank, the total storage required for the FTS is 26.0 kB. Note
that compared to LISA-VILLA [15], the additional cost of FTS
is only the 3-bit row segment index per entry. Using Mc-
PAT [87], we compute the total area of all FTS tables to be
0.496 mm2 at the 22 nm technology node, which is only 1.44%
of the area consumed by the 16 MB last-level cache.
We evaluate the access time and power consumption of
FTS using CACTI [105]. We nd that the access time is only
0.11 ns, which is small enough that we do not expect it to have
a signicant impact on the overall cycle time of the memory
controller. To determine power consumption, we analyze the
FTS activity for our applications, accounting for all of the
major table operations. Using CACTI [105] and assuming
a 22 nm technology node, we nd that the table consumes
0.187 mW on average. This is only 0.07% of the average power
consumed by the last-level cache. We include this additional
power consumption in our system energy evaluations.
9. Sensitivity Studies
In this section, we evaluate our design with various cong-
urations, including dierent cache capacities, row segment
sizes, cache replacement policies and hot row segment iden-
tication policies. As FIGCache-Slow has similar trends with
FIGCache-Fast for these congurations, we show results for
only FIGCache-Fast.
9.1. In-DRAM Cache Capacity
We examine how the number of fast subarrays in each
DRAM bank aects performance. Figure 12 shows the
speedup of FIGCache-Fast over Base as we vary the num-
ber of fast subarrays (FS in the gure) from 1 to 16. We
make two observations from the gure. First, FIGCache-
Fast’s performance improvement increases with increasing
in-DRAM cache capacity. A larger number of fast subarrays
reduces the number of evictions, and has the potential to
provide more opportunities for FIGCache-Fast to reduce ac-
cess latency for rows that would otherwise be evicted from a
smaller in-DRAM cache. Second, more fast subarrays provide
diminishing returns on FIGCache’s performance improve-
ment, even though they come with additional storage and
complexity overheads. For example, increasing the number
of fast subarrays from 2 to 4 and from 4 to 8 improves per-
formance by less than 2.7% and 0.8%, respectively, for 100%
memory intensive eight-core workloads. We implement two
fast subarrays per bank to achieve a balance between perfor-
mance improvement and in-DRAM storage overhead.
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Figure 12. Performance with dierent cache capacities.
9.2. Row Segment Size
We vary the size of a row segment to understand its impact
on performance. While a larger row segment size can poten-
tially expose a greater number of opportunities for exploiting
spatial locality within a DRAM row, there are three down-
sides: (1) many applications do not make use of the contents
of an entire row when the row is open, causing a row segment
size that is too large to lead to cache underutilization; (2) the
caching latency increases, as a larger row segment requires
more RELOC operations to be issued; and (3) for a given in-
DRAM cache size, a larger row segment size means fewer row
segments can be cached. Figure 13 shows the performance of
FIGCache-Fast with row segment sizes ranging from 8 cache
blocks (i.e., 512 B, 1/16th of a DRAM row) to 128 cache blocks
(i.e., 8 kB, the entire row). We make two observations from
the gure. First, we nd that FIGCache-Fast performs slightly
worse than LISA-VILLA [15] when the row segment size is an
entire DRAM row (128 cache blocks). This is due to the higher
data relocation latency required by FIGCache, as 128 RELOC
operations are needed, and highlights the benets of smaller
row segment sizes. Second, we nd a peak in performance
at a row segment size of 16 cache blocks (i.e., 1 kB, 1/8th of
a DRAM row), as it outperforms other row segment sizes
across all of our workload categories, and, thus, we choose
this as the row segment size in our implementation. Note
that while we do not evaluate it, FIGCache can be modied
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Figure 13. Performance with dierent row segment sizes.
to support heterogeneous and/or dynamic row segment sizes
(as opposed to the static row segment size that we currently
use). We leave such a design to future work.
9.3. In-DRAM Cache Replacement Policy
As we discuss in Section 5.1, we implement a new row-
granularity benet-based cache replacement policy for FIG-
Cache, where the eviction granularity (an entire row) diers
from the insertion granularity (a single row segment). The
dierent eviction and insertion granularities allow us to im-
prove opportunities for exploiting temporal locality across
row segments in an in-DRAM cache row by packing recently-
accessed row segments together into a single cache row. To
understand the benets of our policy, we evaluate how FIG-
Cache performs with three other commonly-used replace-
ment policies. Figure 14 shows the performance (normal-
ized to Base) of FIGCache-Fast using our replacement policy
(RowBenet in the gure), along with FIGCache-Fast’s perfor-
mance using: (1) SegmentBenet, a traditional benet-based
policy [81] where the granularity of eviction is the same as
that of insertion (a row segment for FIGCache), and only the
one row segment with the lowest benet score anywhere in
the in-DRAM cache is evicted; (2) LRU, a traditional policy
that evicts the least-recently-used row segment; and (3) Ran-
dom, a policy that evicts a row segment at random from any
row in the cache.
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Figure 14. Performance with dierent in-DRAM cache re-
placement policies for FIGCache.
We make two observations from the gure. First, FIGCache-
Fast outperforms Base by more than 12.5% on average across
both single-thread and multithreaded workloads with all four
cache replacement policies, indicating the benets of ne-
granularity in-DRAM caching regardless of the exact replace-
ment policy employed. Second, our RowBenet policy either
performs the same as, or outperforms, all three commonly-
used policies, with its benets increasing as workloads be-
come more memory intensive. The RowBenet policy im-
proves the performance of FIGCache-Fast by 4.1% over the
next-best policy (SegmentBenet) for 100% memory intensive
eight-core workloads, due to its increased row buer hit rate
from successfully improving temporal locality in in-DRAM
cache rows. We conclude that our ne-grained in-DRAM
cache with its row-granularity replacement policy is eective
at capturing temporal locality across cached row segments.
9.4. Row Segment Insertion Policy
We use a simple insert-any-miss policy to identify which
row segments to cache (as we discuss in Section 5.1), where
we insert every row segment that misses in the in-DRAM
cache into the cache. However, it is possible to be more ju-
dicious in deciding which row segments should be inserted
into the cache. One example is increasing the threshold of
the number of consecutive cache misses to the row segment
before the segment is inserted. While a higher threshold can
potentially reduce cases where a row segment is accessed only
once across a large time period (in which case it cannot bene-
t from caching), it can also (1) reduce the benets of caching
(by waiting too long to cache a row segment with high tempo-
ral locality), and (2) require additional metadata (as accesses
to uncached row segments now need to be tracked). To un-
derstand the potential benets of a more judicious insertion
policy, we evaluate dierent threshold values (where a value
of 1 is our policy of caching a row segment after a miss to
it), ideally assuming that the additional storage required for
higher thresholds does not introduce additional latency.
Figure 15 shows FIGCache-Fast’s average performance,
normalized to Base, for four threshold values (1, 2, 4, 8). We
make two observations from the gure. First, increasing the
threshold from 1 to 2 minimally increases the performance of
memory non-intensive workloads, though further threshold
increases can result in worse performance than a threshold of
1. Second, for memory intensive workloads, a higher thresh-
old leads to worse performance, by decreasing the number of
cache hits (latter not shown). Therefore, we conclude that
a threshold of 1 (i.e., our simple insert-any-miss policy) is
eective for performance.
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Figure 15. Performancewith dierent row segment insertion
thresholds.
10. Related Work
To our knowledge, this work is the rst to propose an e-
cient ne-grained in-DRAM data relocation substrate, which
enables a new ne-grained in-DRAM cache design. We al-
ready quantitatively demonstrate that FIGCache outperforms
the most closely-related state-of-the-art in-DRAM cache de-
sign, LISA-VILLA [15]. In this section, we briey discuss other
related works that propose (1) other designs for in-DRAM
caches, (2) in-DRAM data relocation support, (3) designs that
improve the row buer hit rate; and (4) DRAM latency and
power reduction mechanisms.
In-DRAM Caching Mechanisms. As we discuss in Sec-
tion 3, there are three main approaches that prior works
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take in building in-DRAM caches: (1) a heterogeneous sub-
array based design (Tiered-Latency DRAM [81]), (2) a het-
erogeneous bank based design without data relocation sup-
port (CHARM [134]), and (3) a heterogeneous bank based
design with bulk data relocation support (DAS-DRAM [94]
and LISA-VILLA [15]). Like FIGCache, these works build
their in-DRAM caches out of DRAM cells. Several earlier
works [38,42,44,45,59,120] on cached DRAM integrate SRAM
caches into the DRAM modules, usually at very high area
overhead [72, 81].
Similar to traditional caching mechanisms that relocate
data into a dedicated cache, CROW [39], CLR-DRAM [97],
and Multiple Clone Row DRAM (MCR-DRAM) [20] decrease
the access latency for frequently-accessed DRAM rows by
coupling multiple cells together for a single bit of data, thus
increasing the amount of charge that is driven to a sense
amplier when a row is activated. As we discuss in Section 5.2,
FIGCache can be built on top of the hardware mechanisms
that CROW and CLR-DRAM use to manage the fast rows.
While FIGCache can also be integrated with MCR-DRAM,
such a design can become more complex, as MCR-DRAM
depends on the OS to manage which pages are assigned to
its fast rows [20].
In-DRAM Data Relocation Support. The DAS-
DRAM [94] and LISA [15] substrates provide support for
bulk data migration across subarrays, as we discuss in Sec-
tion 3. Another mechanism for bulk data relocation in DRAM
is RowClone-FPM [127]. However, as RowClone-FPM re-
locates data only within a subarray, it can not be used to
build an in-DRAM cache that caches data from multiple sub-
arrays in a bank. RowClone-PSM [127] is a mechanism that
relocates data at column granularity across dierent DRAM
banks, using the shared global data bus inside DRAM (which
connects to the memory channel). Unfortunately, by using
the global data bus, RowClone-PSM blocks memory requests
to all banks during data relocation, reducing the overall bank-
level parallelism [75, 110]. If RowClone-PSM is used to relo-
cate 4 kB of data between two subarrays in separate banks, it
decreases system performance by 24% compared to using a
conventional memcpy operation [15]. RowClone-PSM’s per-
formance is even lower for data relocation between subarrays
in the same bank, as this requires two RowClone-PSM opera-
tions (one moving data from the source subarray to a second
bank that serves as an intermediate buer, and another mov-
ing data from the second bank to the destination subarray in
the original bank) [127]. Network-on-Memory (NoM) [119]
overcomes this inter-bank limitation of RowClone-PSM with
fast and ecient data relocation across banks within 3D-
stacked DRAM, via the use of higher connectivity between
banks provided by a network in the logic layer. FIGARO is
orthogonal to NoM.
Mechanisms to Improve Row Buer Hit Rate. Sev-
eral works mitigate the negative eects of low row buer
hit rates by reducing the amount of activated data, either by
enabling partial row buer activation, designing smaller row
buers, or by in-DRAM data layout or transfer transforma-
tions. Examples of these works include ne-grained activa-
tion [22], Half-DRAM [155], selective bitline activation [143],
partial row activation [84], ecient 3D-stacked DRAM de-
signs [18, 113], gather-scatter DRAM [129], data reorganiza-
tion in 3D-stacked DRAM [5,6], and row buer locality aware
caching in hybrid memories [152]. FIGCache is orthogonal
to these designs, and can be combined with them to reduce
the amount of unused activated data both in cached rows
and in non-cached rows. At the software level, prior work
proposes to reduce the size of a memory page in the operating
system to what it calls micro-pages [141], in order to improve
spatial locality within a page. The reduced page size allows
for multiple micro-pages to t into a single DRAM row, and
increases the row buer hit rate by co-locating heavily-used
micro-pages into the same row. While this approach is similar
to how FIGCache collects multiple cached row segments into
a single DRAM row, micro-pages do not have hardware sup-
port for relocation, and must instead use high-latency memcpy
operations through the memory controller to relocate data.
Other techniques to improve the row buer hit rate include
changing the memory scheduling policy (e.g., [9, 32, 46, 47,
55, 56, 70, 71, 103, 109, 110, 112, 121, 139, 140, 144, 153, 158]) to
result in more row buer hits or introducing new memory
allocation policies [24, 54, 56, 90, 104, 114, 145, 146, 151, 154]
to reduce inter-thread interference at the row buer. These
techniques are orthogonal to FIGCache.
DRAM Latency and Power Reduction. To reduce
DRAM access latency, prior works enable reduced DRAM
timing parameters by exploiting the charge level of DRAM
cells [23, 40, 67, 89, 117, 132, 147, 156] or by driving bit-
lines with charge from multiple cells that contain the same
data [20, 39, 97]. Several other works [12, 14, 23, 65, 66, 79, 80]
employ optimized timing parameters that take advantage
of variation in and across DRAM chips to speed up DRAM
accesses. Aside from latency reduction, recent studies pro-
pose to reduce DRAM row activation and I/O power con-
sumption through ecient row buer designs (e.g., multiple
sub-row buers [35], row buer caches [43, 92, 93, 149], ea-
ger writeback [53, 76, 83, 138]), sub-rank memory [2, 157],
silent writeback elimination [85, 86], special data encod-
ing schemes [34, 124, 135, 136], an OS-based scheduler to
select dierent power modes [26], a page-hit-aware low
power design [91], and DRAM voltage and/or frequency scal-
ing [16, 25, 27, 36, 37, 106]. FIGCache provides a new solution
for DRAM latency and power reduction, which can poten-
tially be combined with these existing approaches.
11. Conclusion
In this work, we observe that existing in-DRAM cache
designs are inecient due to (1) the coarse granularity (i.e.,
a DRAM row) at which they cache data and (2) hardware
designs that result in high area overhead and manufacturing
complexity. We eliminate these ineciencies by introduc-
ing FIGARO, a new, low-cost DRAM substrate that enables
data relocation (i.e., copying) at the granularity of a DRAM
column within a chip (cache block within a rank) with only
minor modications to existing peripheral circuitry in com-
modity DRAM chips. Using FIGARO, we build FIGCache, a
ne-grained in-DRAM cache, which greatly improves over-
all performance and energy consumption, and has a signif-
icantly simpler design than existing in-DRAM caches. We
believe and hope that future works and architectures can
exploit the FIGARO substrate to enable more use cases and
application-/system-level performance and energy benets.
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